INTRODUCTION
Solar physics is growing at an explosive rate. We try, in this review article, to summarize advances of the past few years that seem to us most significant. Other active regions have been found to develop series of 'flashing loops' which appear as the illumination, at successively greater heights, of curved loops overlying strongly active centers, particularly after strong flare activity. These loops are shaped like the trajectories of the pronounced 'iccp prominences' often found over extremely active regions. After a sudden start of activity, they seem to be illuminated, with no apparent motion of material, at successively greater heights with the passage of time. The coronal motions suggest changing regions of excitation rather than actual matter motion of gas. In this respect the coronal motions are unlike the motions of prominences. Regular corona patrols are now being carried out in all regions of pronounced activity. From region to region, great structural differences appear. Sometimes tightly closed loops are seen, resembling prominence trajectories found above such regions; sometimes 'open' structures are observed diverging outward above active centers, also a characteristic of prominence trajectories of certain active regions.
The stimulating impact of the IGY is immediately apparent. It is particularly fortunate
Since these loops and open structures presumably map out the magnetic field above the spot groups, it may be that the corpuscular emission from the two types differs significantly, and the chances for magnetic disturbances from one or the other may also differ. One thing is certain: the old concept of the corona as a homogeneous medium in hydrostatic equilibrium is a gross oversimplification. The latest development in this field is the work of Leighton [1959] Balloon solar astronomy. Another new way to study the photosphere has been pioneered by Schwarzschild, who has flown a 12-inch telescope to 80,000 feet altitude, in a balloon, with controls to point it accurately and focus it properly to obtain photographs of granulation. The pictures so obtained are significantly better than those that have been obtained on the ground. They reveal the remarkable structural details of the granulations, which range from 300 to 1800 km in diameter, often appear to be polygonal, sad resemble the structures found for 'nonstationary' convection in the laboratory [Schwarzschild, 1959] . It is clear from these experiments that Schwarzschild's method is limited principally by telescopic resolution, and results should improve as better apparatus is flown. occurring after some large flares. The production of these high-energy particles appears to be relatively common, whereas large cosmic-ray production is rare. Clearly, large nonthermal effects must be going on in flares, which accelerate particles that ultimately impinge on the high terrestrial atmosphere. Of course, it is much easier for some hydromagnetic processes to accelerate particles to the Mev range than to the bey cosmic-ray range, but our knowledge of the physics of flares does not explain the detailed mechanism for either.
ANALYTICAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
There is a remarkable array of new observational solar data. Important progress has been made toward its interpretation, particularly as regards theories of the nonequilibrium solar atmosphere, in hydromagnetic interpretations of solar corpuscular emission, and in theories of solar radio noise generation.
Theory o• a solar atmosphere not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Some of the most important advances have centered in methods that treat the solar atmosphere as a gas outside thermodynamic equilibrium. Since the solar atmosphere is transparent, it is not a hohlraum, and the radiation field is specified by a temperature much different from the kinetic temperature of the medium. Thus the population of atomic states cannot be calculated by means of the Saha equation, but the equilibrium rates of many atomic processes must be laboriously calculated. This procedure was introduced in 1937 by Menzel and others [1945] in a series of papers on physical processes in gaseous nebulas. This approach was not applied to the sun until somewhat later by a number of workers, including Thomas, Athay, Giovanelli, and Jefferies. Although it seems clear that this is the appropriate way to attack the problem, extensive research has revealed the magnitude of the difficulties involved. For example, early treatments of the formation of absorption and emission lines considered the lines as coming essentially from one height in the solar atmosphere and assumed that their structure could be specified by one line-broadening formula. Now attention The main contribution to the integral over $, will come from different regions, and $, will be different in these. Investigations of these problems have been very difficult, but they have already explained a number of phenomena. A major stumbling block is lack of information on transition probabilities and atomic cross sections for the atoms of the atmosphere.
In the field of the chromosphere, application of nonthermodynamic equilibrium methods (often referred to as 'non-LTE' methods) has led to various models by different workers, all of which try to fit the eclipse data. At this point it is difficult to say which fits the data best. It is certain that the chromosphere below 1500 km is cool (• 10,000øK), and the chromosphere above 5000 km hot (•>30,000øK). As was mentioned above, there is some evidence for the existence was peculiar in that, although the initial particles came directly from the sun, later on the particle flux was isotropic. Parker has postulated from this that the solar magnetic field is stretched out radially by corpuscular emission but becomes irregular beyond the earth. The irregularity reflects the cosmic rays back and produces an isotropic flux. The problem of where the magnetic field of a rotating body stops rotating with it is important. Presumably this point is the same as that at which the atmosphere also no longer shares the rotation.
Thermal processes in prominences. Some work has been done on the possibility that prominences are formed by condensation from the solar corona under the influence of the magnetic field; also, many workers have given attention to problems of the heating and cooling of flare material and to maintenance of the corona against 'drainage' by prominences if the condensation process actually goes on. Coronal material is unstable against cooling, so that, as was first pointed out by Kiepenheuer, the more it cools, the more it radiates. But problems arise because it radiates so slowly that prominences would take very long to form. Investigations have been made by L'•t and Zirin [1960] and by Kleczek [1957] on possible means of increasing the radiation and the rate of prominence formation. The answer probably lies in compression by magnetic fields. It is a very interesting fact that the yellow line often appears high above the sun near the point where the loops are forming, and we have several rather definite observations showing that the yellow line first appears as the loop starts to condense. This phenomenon is also accompanied by increased continuum emission (high density). It therefore looks as though a compression starts the process going and incidentally lets us see the yellow line either because of the temperature rise or the density increase or both.
PRINCIrAL UNSOLVEt) PROBLEMS
The unsolved problems could be a long list, but we shall confine ourselves to those having the greatest interest and the best prospect of solution. For example, a very important problem is the cause of the solar cycle, but most people think that progress waits on better knowledge of the origin of sunspots themselves. Further, there is a host of problems in allied fields whose solution will greatly advance solar physics, for example, better atomic cross sections, a sound and applicable theory of turbulence, a better knowledge of hydromagnetics and of plasma physics.
First in importance is the problem of observing and describing the atmospheric magnetic fields of the sun. These fields undoubtedly control prominence and flare formation and many other solar processes. Certainly they are also responsible for the guidance, acceleration, and general control of the solar particle emission, including cosmic rays, and the particles that replenish the Van Allen belts. It has recently been discovered that after many solar flares strong proton emission is detected in the high terrestrial atmosphere within the polar cap. These particles travel with perhaps half the velocity of light from sun to earth. The nature of their ejection from the sun and guidance by magnetic fields in the solar atmosphere is crucial. It seems probable that studies of prominence motion fields, coronal structure, and polarization of radio noise are the most promising modes of attack on this problem, although there are other possibilities.
The second important problem is study of the distribution of photospheric magnetic fields and the relationship of such fields to solar flares. Small fractional charges in the energy contained in the magnetic field of an active region could easily explain the entire output of a solar flare, including its radiational and corpuscular emission. Consequently observational and theoretical studies in this area are of highest importance.
A great deal of further work is necessary to explain in detail the acceleration of cosmic rays, the generation of solar 7 rays, and the processes involved in the proposed synchrotron radiation in the sun. Extraordinary incidents like the August 22, 1958, and August 22-24, 1959, solar radio noise outbursts, with their large size and strong continuous emission, deserve particular attention. A theory of the mechanism, to be satisfactory, must explain the enormous increases of continuous radio noise emission, the polarization of the radio noise, and the large observed sizes and heights of the radio-noise sources. It also seems clear that 7 rays are sometimes generated in such events, as in the August 22, 1958, incident, and that high-speed protons are frequently ejected.
There still remains the resolution of the question of the relative roles played by coronal X rays and by ultraviolet radiation in producing the radio fadeouts associated with large flares. Straightforward observations from an artificial satellite seem to be called for. It was heartbreaking that the July 16, 1959, satellite firing was unsuccessful, because it contained the necessary experiments to solve this question and was followed in a few hours by an extremely large and geoactive solar flare. Consequently, an early repeat, and success, are highly to be desired.
Another problem related to solar atmospheric magnetic fields is the close relation of coronal, prominence, and plage activity. The fact that a magnetogram resembles a K-line spectroheliogram, which in turn resembles a coronal greenline map as well as a Lyman-a spectroheliogram, is intriguing. One would think that the magnetic field comes first, since it is hard to picture a coronal condensation producing a magnetic field. Presumably the explanation will bring with it the answer to the whole question of coronal heating, a highly important unsolved problem of solar physics.
The understanding of temperature plateaus and the multitemperature chromospheric structure should be a key to our solution of several problems of the solar atmosphere; it is intriguing that a cloud of gas suspended high above the atmosphere, as in a quiescent prominence, shows much the same spectrum as the low chromosphere. It is further interesting that when a huge surge emerges from the chromosphere it already has the hot spectrum corresponding to >30,000øK. Progress in understanding these phenomena should be highly rewarding.
The equatorial acceleration of the sun's rotation is a problem that has thus far defied solution, and it deserves more specific attention than it is now getting. As Plaskett [1959] Also of high priority is the problem of the flare-corona relationship. It is known th at enhancements of the corona, especially of the yellow line, are associated with flares, but it is not definitely known whether the enhancement precedes the flare, as seems more probable, or follows it. To answer this question will necessitate long vigils at the coronagraph, waiting for lucky circumstances. We still know little about the fine structure and the vertical structure of flares. All this is research that requires patient work on the ground with large-scale coronagraphs capable of giving us large images with very low scattered light.
We have only touched on a few of the many problems of today. Although their number seems to be increasing rapidly, we should be comforted by the thought that we have made great advances in recent years, have solved many difficult problems, and can see pathways of progress for many other solar enigmas which today seem far less mysterious and disconnected than they did 10 to 20 years ago. This is an optimistic omen for the coming decade.
